ABSTRACT. -The main result of this paper provides uniform decay rates obtained for the energy function associated with a three-dimensional structural acoustic model described by coupled system consisting of the wave equation and plate equation with the coupling on the interface between the acoustic chamber and the wall. The uniform stabilization is achieved by introducing a nonlinear dissipation acting via boundary forces applied at the edge of the plate and viscous or boundary damping applied to the wave equation. The results obtained in this paper extend, to the non-analytic, hyperbolic-like setting, the results obtained previously in the literature for acoustic problems modeled by structurally damped plates (governed by analytic semigroups). As a bypass product,
we also obtain optimal uniform decay rates for the Euler Bernoulli plate equations with nonlinear boundary dissipation acting via shear forces only and without (i) any geometric conditions imposed on the domain ,(ii) any growth conditions at the origin imposed on the nonlinear function. This is in contrast with the results obtained previously in the literature ([22] and references therein). 0 Elsevier,
Introduction
In this article we provide results on uniform stabilizability of a three-dimensional structural acoustic model describing the pressure in an acoustic chamber with flexible walls. Mathematically speaking, the acoustic pressure (unwanted noise) is modelled by the wave equation defined on a three-dimensional domain (acoustic chamber); while the two-dimensional wall is modeled by the Euler-Bernoulli plate equation. The interaction between the chamber and the wall (back pressure) are modeled by appropriate trace operators acting on the interface between the wall and the chamber. The original model is either conservative, thus not stable, or, in the case of structural damping added to the plate, it is only strongly stable [35] . Thus, the issue of uniform stabilization of the overall structure is of paramount importance. There are various ways to achieve uniform stabilizability. We are predominantly interested in physically attractive "boundary" stabilization, where the stabilization is achieved by introducing some form of the dissipation on the boundary. Our main goal is to show that either viscous or boundary damping added to the wave equation, and boundary dissipation applied via shear forces only at the edge of the plate suffices to provide the uniform decay rates of the natural energy function associated with a model.
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1. LASIECKA Morever, we are able to dispense all together with geometric restrictions (of "star shaped" type) which are imposed routinly in the context of boundary stabilization of waves and plates (see [24, 23, 221 and references therein) . A strong motivation for stability results without any geometric restrictions comes also from the optimal design theory and shape optimization problems where any such restrictions become an additional constraint on the problem. The necessary PDE estimates will be obtained by combining the multipliers method with methods of microlocal analysis.
i.1. PDE model
Let 62 E R", be an open bounded domain with boundary I' sufficiently smooth (or rectangular). We assume that r consists of two disjoint portions rl, rO, each being simply connected, and r. is assumed open. The acoustic medium is described by the wave equation in the variable Z, while the quantity pzt describes the acoustic pressure, p being the density of the fluid. The structural vibrations of the elastic wall (structure) are described by the variable II! representing the vertical displacement of the plate. The variable UI will then satisfy a suitable plate equation defined on the manifold I'(). In the present article we take I'() to be@f, and refer to 127, 281 for the case where r. is curved, and modelled by a shell equation.
The basic structure of acoustic flow models has been known for a long time, see e.g. [39] , example at p. 263, and (71. More recently, structural acoustic models were considered by several authors in the context of noise control problem (see: [IO, 34, 4, 131 and references therein) . Smart material technology has suggested the introduction of a dissipation acting at the edge of the plate (wall) via moments or shears [4. I 1, 61 . This motivates our model described below.
The P.D.E model in the variables z and '1~ is as follows:
+, = 2A.z -dlx+ in 62 x (0.~0). The boundary operators are given by (see [23, 241) : TOME 78 -1999 -No ? where 0 < ,u < 1 is Poisson's modulus and the constant I, la are positive. 7~1, ns are the coordinates of the unit vector normal to the boundary X0 and & denotes the derivative in tangential direction. The constant c2 denotes as usual the speed of sound in the fluid. The nonegative constants di represent damping coefficients (viscous damping and boundary damping). We shall assume that dl + d2 > 0. A continuous, monotone increasing function g such that g(0) = 0 represents a nonlinear friction acting on the edge of the plate (wall).
The z-problem models the acoustic model while the w-problem models the displacement of the elastic wall or structure. With the model (l.l), (1.2) we associate the following initial conditions:
x(t = 0) = 20 E H1(R); zt(t = 0) = 21 E L2(s2), (1.6) w(t = 0) = wo E H2(170); wt(t = 0) = Wl E Lz(T'o).
The coupling between the structure and the acoustic medium is represented by the trace operator which acts upon the trace zt ]rO of zt. The quantity pzt]ro represents the back pressure against the moving wall ro.
Formulation of the Results
A natural energy function associated with the model (l.l), (1.2) is the function E(t) E E,(t) + E,(t), where
[z,"(t) + \Vz(t)12]dR + lo R (l-7) E,(t) = I W;(t)dro + a(w, w) + 1 I wZ(t)ddrg. ro are
Here a(w, z) is a bilinear form defined as [23] a(w, z> s .I [wz,zq7! + wy,y+/,y + dWP,ZZY&! + wy,g+J + 2(1 -P)wz,y&,y]drO. l-0 It is well known that for 1, lo > 0, a(w, w) + 1 Jar, w2ddro and so ]Vz21dR + lo Jr, z2dI'i are equivalent to H2(ro) and H1 (a) topology. Thus, the energy function is equivalent to the topology of:
Regarding the wellposedness of the solutions we have the following result which states that initial data of finite energy produce unique solutions of finite energy; more precisely: PROPOSITION l.l.-Letzo,zl,wo,wl beaneZementofH1(R)xL2(R)xH2(~0)~L~(l?~). Then, there exists a unique solution to (l.l) , (1.2) with the boundary conditions (1.3) and initial conditions (1.6) which belongs to C(O,ca; HI(R) x &(fI) x H2(lYc) x L2(ro)). Proposition 1.1 is a special case of a more general, abstract result given in Theorem 2.2 in [26] . Remark 1.1. -If additional assumptions are imposed on the regularity of the dissipation y, then one can prove that more regular initial data will produce more regular solutions. However, in this paper, we do not make any additional assumptions regarding the smoothness of .q (besides mere continuity).
In order to state our stability results, we introduce some notation. Let h(s) be a real valued function, defined for s > 0, concave, strictly increasing, h(O) = 0 and such that:
(1.9) h(s.9(.s)) > 2 +$(s)
for IsI 5 1.
Such a function can always be constructed by virtue of monotonicity assumption imposed on q(s) [29] . Let h, E &-&&. :I: > 0; where i3Co E (0.57) x i3I',, and T is a given constant. Since h is monotone increasing, we always have I + ?r is invertible. Define:
where K is a positive constant to be given later. Then p is a positive, continuous, strictly increasing function with p(O) = 0. Let
Since p(r) is positive, increasing, so is q(:~:).
Our main result deals with uniform decay rates obtained for this model. THEOREM 1.2. -Consider the system consisting qf equution (l.l), (1.2) with boundary conditions given by (1.3) and dl + c/j2 > 0 . Moreover, we assume that: Assumption 1. -There exist positive constants 0 < WJ, < A/l < ~CC such that (1.12) where 1 < p 5 5 in general, and 1 < y 2 CC in the case l'o is "star-shaped", ie the following geometric condition holds: (z -XC)) 71 > 0; n: E X0. :EO E Ii'.* > 0.
Then, with the space Y, dgfined in (1.8), we obtain:
(i) If g(s)s > ,mg.? for some positive constcmt rrlo and IsI < 1, there exist positive constants C > 0, iu > 0. such that
In the superlinear case, p > 1 , the decay rates w muy depend on the initial energy E(O), ie; w = w(E(0)). (ii) In the case of unspeci$ed growth of 9 at the origin, the decay rates for [(z(t) , .Zt(t), w(t), Iflt(t))II-are uniform (not necessarily exponential). The decay rates can be explicitely evaluated from the solution of the nonlineur ODE:
(1.13) St + q(s(t)) = 0, t > 0: s(0) = E(0).
where the nonlinear ~function q(s), dejned by (I. 1 I) with a constant K depending on m, M, E(O), is monotone increasing and depends on the growth of the nonlinear dissipation g at the origin (through the function h given in (1.9)). (2) Techniques presented in this paper are flexible enough to accomodate different sets of boundary conditions imposed on I?. Indeed, one could also consider the absorbing boundary conditions imposed on ro only and z = 0; on rl. In this case, the geometric condition (X -x0) . Y 5 0 needs to hold (if dl = 0 ) on l?l. Another possibility is to consider plate equation defined on two (or more) flat segments of the boundary I' with the absorbing boundary conditions for the wave equation on these parts of the boundary while the zero displacement (ie z = 0) is imposed on the remaining parts of the boundary.This kind of models arises in the context of modeling porous walls (see [12] ). However, in such scenario one would need to impose the geometric condition (Z -x0) . v 5 0 on a portion of the boundary which is not subject to the dissipation. Since we are mostly interested in problems without any geometric restrictions (an important aspect in shape optimization theory), our main emphasis is on the model (1.2). (3) The presence of positive constants I, lo guarantees that the constant functions are not in the spectrum of the corresponding elliptic operator. The same goal can be achieved in several different ways, for instance, by adding a constant to the Laplacian. This point is not essential for the analysis of the problem. (4) In the case of a two-dimensional chamber, the analysis is much simpler. Indeed, in this case, the plate equation is replaced by the one-dimensional beam equation. It is known that for the one-dimensional beam models, stabilization can be achieved by using either the shear forces or the moments only, (see [8, 371) . Accordingly, one can obtain analogous results for the corresponding structural acoustic problem. The analysis is much simplified, since here is no need for microlocal estimates corresponding to the plate equation. (5) One could also consider dissipation acting on a portion of the boundary corresponding to the plate. This, however, will require geometric conditions satisfied on the "uncontrolled" portion of the boundary dI'0. (6) The problem considered in this paper can be easily generalized to include nonlinear (rather than assumed linear) dissipation in the acoustic chamber. Indeed, we could consider: (i) nonlinear absorbing boundary conditions modeled by a monotone increasing function gl(ztlr,) subject to a linear growth conditions at infinity (see [29] ), and (ii) a nonlinear viscous damping modeled by a monotone increasing 1. LASIECKA function ~~(2~) subject to a polynomial growth condition at infinity. The additional technicalities involved are the same as in [29] .
As a bypass product of the proof of Theorem 1.2 we obtain the following result pertaining to the uniform stabilizability of Euler-Bernoulli plates with "free" boundary conditions. THEOREM 1.3. -Consider equation (1.2) with p = 0 and with the boundary conditions given by (1.3) where the nonlinear,function i,s subject to the Assumption I of Theorem 1.2. Then, the conclusion qf Theorem 1.2 remains valid with E(2) replaced by E?,.(t). In particular, we have : t > To and s(t) is the solution of (1.13).
Remark. -The result in Theorem 1.3 generalizes stability results obtained for this plate model earlier in the literature [23, 221 in the following two directions: (i) it does not require any geometric conditions imposed on the boundary and, (ii) it dispenses with the growth conditions imposed customarly ([22] ) on the nonlinear function CJ at the origin. Regarding the geometric constraints ("star shaped" type conditions), typically required in the literature ([23, 221 and references therein), these are related to lack of sufficient a-priori regularity of the traces of the solutions on the boundary. To compensate for this lack of regularity, one imposes the geometric constraints which give a "correct" sign, in the requisite inequalities, to the "unbounded" terms. In order to dispense all together with the geometric conditions, one needs to establish much sharper regularity results for the traces involved. This approach, which involves microlocal analysis techniques, has been successfully carried out for several problems involving stabilization of waves and plates (see [32, 3 1, 431 and also [5] where techniques of propagation were brought in for the case of the wave equation ). The novelty of the problem considered in Theorem I .3 is that the plate equation is equipped with the "free" boundary conditions which do not satisfy Lopatinski condition and they are recognised as substantially more difficult to deal with at the microlocal analysis level. In fact, the main technical difficulties come from two sources, or, more precisely, combination of the two features: lack of geometric conditions and the fact that only boundary forces (rather than forces and the moments) are used as the means for stabilization. Indeed, by not imposing geometric conditions one is forced (via microlocal estimates) to introduce the boundary moments into the inequalities (see Lemma 3.2). If these moments are not a-priori available (as the means for stabilization), one needs to eliminate them via additional arguments in microlocal analysis. The critical estimate for this is provided in Lemma 3.3.
Relation to the literature
The results existing in the literature on stabilization of structural acoustic models refer to the models where the wall is strongly damped by means of a "structural damping" (see [12] where a linear 2-d problem defined on rectangular domain is studied and [I] which generalizes the results of [ 121 to arbitrary domains and dimensions). Extensions of these results to nonlinear feedbacks are given in [3] ). In the case of structural damping present in the model, the component of the (uncoupled) system corresponding to the plate equation represents an analytic semigroup 142, 41, 91. This provides, in addition to strong stability properties for the plate equation, a lot of regularity properties which facilitate the analysis of stability for the entire structure. The situation is drastically different when the plate model does not account for structural damping. The coupling between the structure and the acoustic medium becomes a source of technical difficulties. The terms modeling the interaction on the interface are prescribed by the appropriate trace operators which are not bounded by the terms determined by the energy function. This creates difficulties, which are well recognised at the level of obtaining the observability estimates. To cope with this problem we shall use sharp trace regularity results applied in the context of the second order hyperbolic equations together with infinite speed of propagation displayed by Petrovsky type of systems (Euler Bernoulli equations). It is interesting to notice that different arguments and a different mechanism is responsible for the estimates in the case of viscous damping applied to the wave eq (case di > 0) as opposed to the case of boundary damping (case d2 > 0).
The presence of boundary damping applied to the plate equation (necessary to provide stability properties for the plate) is also a source of technical difficulties. This can be best seen by looking at the problem of boundary stabilization (with shear forces only) of the plate alone. In the absence of geometric conditions imposed on the geometry of the plate, the usual multipliers method will not suffice to provide the desired estimates. This is due to the fact that the multipliers estimates introduce second order traces of the solutions to the plate equation which are not bounded by the energy terms. If the boundary moments are available, as the means of stabilization, these traces can be bounded by the estimates developed earlier in [32] . Otherwise, there is a need for additional estimates (of the boundary moments) in terms of the remaining traces. To cope with this issue, we shall use methods of microlocal analysis (Section 3) where we develop appropriate trace theory for the, solutions to E-B equations with free boundary conditions. In this step we apply some recent results and methods introduced by Tataru [43] . As a consequence, our final result, when specialized to the plate equation (see Theorem 1.3), supplies the uniform stability estimates for the boundary feedback acting via shear forces only and in the absence of geometric conditions . This provides, as a bypass product, a new contribution to the theory of stability of E-B plate equations with free B.C. which extends the results obtained earlier in [23, 221 where (i) the "star-shaped" geometric conditions were imposed on the plate model, and (ii) the nonlinear feedback g(wt) was assumed to satisfy certain polynomial growth conditions at the origin. Of course, the trade-off is that we loose control of the constants involved in the estimates, which leads to the non-explicite decay estimates (in contrast with [23, 221 , where the decay rates are explicite). One should also mention that similar results of stabilizing plates via one boundary condition only (the moments), in the case of hinged boundary conditions, is simpler (than the free B.C) and it was earlier established in [25, 161. We finally note, that in the case of the one-dimensional beam equation, the uniform stability can be achieved by applying dissipation either in the shear forces or in the boundary moments (see [8] and also a recent contribution [37] where the one dimensional beam equations with nonconstant coefficients have been treated). However, in the twodimensional case, as considered in this paper, microlocal analysis of the problem reveals that by using moments only, one is bound to loose the regularity in the "tangential sector" (nonexistent for the one-dimensional problems) which, in turn, prevents from obtaining the uniform stability estimates.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we provide several PDE estimates, obtained by multipliers methods, which constitute a preliminary step of the analysis. In Section 3 we develop trace theory for the solutions to E-B equations with free boundary conditions. This, when combined with sharp regularity results obtained for the wave equation leads, in Section 4, to the observability/stability estimates valid for the entire structure.
Preliminary Multipliers Estimates
In this section we derive several preliminary PDE estimates which are starting point of the analysis. We will begin with a fundamental energy identity. We shall use the following notation:
where H"(D) denotes the usual Sobolev's spaces of order s, see [21] . For s < 0 we define H"(D) by duality with respect to L*(D) inner product.
LEMMA 2.1. -Let z, w be a solution qf (I.l), (1.2) with the boundary conditions (1.3).
Then, .for 0 5 s 2 t, we have:
Proof of Lemma 2.1 is standard and it follows from the usual energy method where we multiply eq (1.1) by xt, eq (1.2) by lut and integrate by parts using Green's formula. The only delicate point is a justification of the calculus for nonsmooth solutions. But this can be done by the same "approximation" argument as the one used in [29] . In our next step we apply the multipliers method to both equations describing the wave and the plate dynamics. This method is, by know, standard and it has been applied in the literature in the context of stabilization of waves and plates (see 123, 22, 241 and references therein). LEMMA 2.2. -Let z be a solution to (1.1) and let T > 0 be an arbitrary constant. Then, there exist a constant C > 0 such that:
where r denotes the tangential direction to the boundary r. The proof of Lemma 2.2 follows by applying the multipliers (.z -:~a) . VZ and z to an appropriate smooth "approximation" of the equation (I. 1) (see [29] ). The passage with the limit reconstructs the estimates for the original weak (finite energy) solution of (I. 1). The details of derivation are rather tedious. Since they are known in the literature, see 1291, they are omitted.
Remark 2.1. -The constant C will always denote a generic constant, different in different occurences. Lemma 2.2 will be used for the case of the absorbing boundary conditions (ie dz > 0). When only the viscous damping is present in the model (l.l) , (dz = O), we need a different estimate which is given by the Lemma below.
LEMMA 2.3, -Let z be a solution to (1.1) and tet T > 0 be un arbitra~ constant. We assume that dl > 0. Then, there exist a constant C > 0 such that for any ~0 > 0 we have:
Proof. -The proof of this Lemma follows by applying a standard multiplier "z" to the wave equation (1.1) together with the energy estimate (2.l).This leads to the inequality:
On the other hand, using the boundary conditions and integrating by parts where in the last step we have used the trace theorem together with the definition of E,(t). combining (2.4) and (2.5) and taking E sufficiently small gives the result in the Lemma 2.3. I3
Our next result deals with preliminary estimates for the plate equation. Proof. -Application of the multipliers "h . VW" and '%I" to a smooth approximation of (1.2) and subsequent passage on the limit (see [17] ) gives: c < g(w). h . VW >aro + < g(w), w >ar, +lw+l;4,aro t Remark 2.2. -If I'a is "star-shaped" then inequality in (2.7) is valid without the second derivatiwes of w on dI'o .
Splitting the product in the first term on RHS of (2.7) resealing by to and applying the estimates below Inserting (2.17) into (2.9) and selecting small t gives the desired inequality in (2.6). The second part in the Lemma 2.4 follows from Remark 2.2. 0 Our next step is to eliminate the second order traces of solution w appearing in (2.6). This part is much more technical and it requires microlocal analysis estimates. Of course, if I'" is "star-shaped" we do not need these estimates (see Remark 2.2).
Microanalysis estimate for the traces of solutions of E-B equations
This section provides "sharp" regularity estimates for the second order traces of the solutions to linear Euler-Bernoulli equations with "free" boundary conditions prescribed on the boundary. These results, beside being critical for the proof of our main Theorem 1.2, they are also of independent PDE interest. To make the exposition in this section independent on the rest of the paper, we will change notation from IO to 62 and from dI'a to I. Thus, we consider the Euler Bernoulli equation defined on a two-dimensional bounded domain R with smooth boundary I?. where 0 < p < 1 is Poisson's modulus. Our main goal in this section is to provide estimates for the "second order" traces on the boundary of the solutions to (3.1) (3.2) in terms of the velocity traces and the lower order terms (ie terms below the energy level). This will be accomplished in two steps. In the first step we will relate the second spatial derivatives on the boundary to all velocity traces (normal and tangential components).
In the second step, we eliminate the normal components of the velocity. It is precisely this factor which is critical to achieve stabilization via ,furces ody. Both results referred to above are obtained by microlocal analysis methods. For the second step we shall use method developed in [43] .
Main Trace Estimate
Before we formulate our main result, we need to introduce some notation. By IP+(Q) we denote, following Hormander, (see [14, 15] ), anisotropic Sobolev's spaces which, roughly speaking, have r de~vatives in the normal direction to the boundary with the values in H"(C). More precisely, by introducing local coordinates in the neighborhood of the boundary 'c, and identifying (locally) Q =I ((0, co) x C), so that (0, m> corresponds to the normal direction, H'@(Q) -. f) lTi(O, co; f@(C)); 7-30, SER. i=o We shall also use anisotropic Sobolev spaces [ 18, 191, denoted by H;(C) which are equivalent, for s 2 0 to Lz(O, T; H"(F)) II H$S(O, T; L2(l?)), For s < 0, we define Hi(C) spaces by duality with respect to I&(C) inner product.
Our main result of this section is:
THEOREM 3.1. -Let w be a solution to ('3.1) with the bo~~u~ conditions as in (3.2). Let T > 0 be ar~~~~a~ and let Q be an arbitra~ srna~~ constant such that a < $. Then, we have:
The lower order terms (lot(w)) d enote the terms below the energy level. This is to say lot(w) < c .I 0 T lw(t%-,,n + lWl2~,,& where E > 0 can be taker less than l/2.
Proof. -Follows by combining the results of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 which are given below,
Mi~~l~al analysis estimate I
We shall begin with a first step in our analysis where we estimate the second order traces of 'UJ by all velocity traces (in the normal and tangential directions). LEMMA 3.2. -Let w be a solution to (3.1) with the boundary conditions as in (3.2). Let T > 0 be arbitrary and let Q be an arbitrary small constant less than 5. Then, the ~o~lowing ineqaali~ holds: where Ww) 5 oTMt)l;-~,~ + IWl2_~,,,1~~ : J and E < l/2. .8) where we have used the fact that in the nonelliptic sector E2 time derivative "dominates" the tangential r/ derivatives. This completes the proof of the L,emma. q
microanalysis estimate II
The main result of this section is the estimate for &;u~ in terms of "free" boundary conditions (ie g), traces of the velocity u+lr and the lower order terms. To accomplish this we shall use the "decoupling" technjque introduced and developed in 1431. Here we note, that if the boundary moments are also allowed as the means of stabilization, then one does not need to carry this step and the estimate stated in Lemma 3.2 is sufficient. LEMMA 3.3. -Let w be LI solution to (3.1) with the boundary conditions us in (3.2). Let T > 0 be arbitrary and let CY be an arbitrary small constant such that (I! < 5. Then, we have: where C, = (n,T -a) x l? and, we recall, H4;1(C,,) is the dual to II,: =
H1/"((a, T -a);,&(r)) n L~(((Y, T -rr); H'(I')). The duality is taken with respect to ~52 (C,) inner product:
Proof. -By applying partition of unity, localizing in time and introducing local change of coordinates so that so that 52 = (( :cr: ~2): zt > 0} and I' = { (~1 = O? ~2)). the original problem (3.1), (3.2) can be written as: Remark 3.1. -In order to obtain the structure of the boundary symbols br, b2, it is convenient to use the following equivalent representation of the operators Bi, B2: (3.13) (3.14)
where k denotes mean curvature.
Our goal is to represent &uJ~, modulo lower order terms, in terms of other boundary traces given by Bi W, &VI and the velocity trace W+ 11'.
To accomplish this we shall use the techniques developed in [43] and based on the decomposition of the plate operator into the "parabolic" and "hyperbolic" components. This will be done by decomposing the symbol 11, considered as a polynomial in the normal direction <,, according to the sign of the imaginary roots. The polynomial coresponding to the roots with negative imaginary parts represents the parabolic component of the operator [44] .
The four roots of p(x, s, &:n) are given by In both cases we always have that at least one root <,T = -i*,,(:~,. r/) + NISI has a negative imaginary part. Accordingly, we decompose p = p-p'+, where:
Our first aim is to represent the symbol correspondin, 0 to the normal derivative (cTL) as a linear combination of symbols corresponding to boundary operators 01. be, 1 and rj+. Thus, we are looking for a decomposition:
where T~(z, s, ,I/); % = 0. 1.2.3 are the symbols of PDO operators (of anisotropic order) in the tangential space (s, *rl) belonging to the spaces S1 i 0,1 of a suitable anisotropic order 1 E R, where the time derivative is scaled by one half. (See [ 15, 181 and in particular Appendix A in [43] for a systematic exposition on anisotropic symbols). We shall simply denote these spaces by S:(C). The corresponding PDO operators belong to the class OS:(C). where the subindex a indicates the anisotropy. Writing explicitly (3.19) gives:
Comparing the coefficients of the polynomials (in E,,) gives:
(2 -p)'r(:C, 'rl)r.s -q)( ~1 51 -7q.r. ,I/)) = 1.
Solving the above system gives: where we have used the fact that the symbol T is strongly elliptic of the second order, hence 7--" a-~~%+w-Pk E q2p>.
Denoting The inequality in 63.29) can be deduced from a more genera1 Lemma 3.4 rn 1431, However this will force us to introduce additional notation and explanation of the symbols used in [43] , For sake of clarity and ~~lfco~t~nement of the exposition, we prefer to give an independent proof of this Proposition, which specializes the arguments of f431 to this p~~icul~ case.
Proo$ -Since
We shall estimate each term on the RHS of (3.30). Denote II s P+tii. From (3.10) we have where (3.31) is equivalent to:
with A a PDO operator corresponding to the symbol X E J'.(xq)
+ &iIYI E S(p) which is the first order elliptic operator in C. Hence, (3.32) is a parabolic problem in the normal direction. We apply standard "parabolic energy" method to equation (3.32). Taking inner product in H:(C) and integrating from 0 to 3~; in the normal direction :rl leads to: Our next step is to estimate Jw~(E,~~~ + lg(wt)l'&_l(aC,). We note that if I'0 is "star shaped", there is no need to estimate (g(wt) (&l(ac,) . It is precisely this term which forces us to assume, in the general case, that p 5 5 in the Assumption 1.
Here we employ an argument similar to this in Section 2. We notice first that by interpolation theory of Sobolev's spaces and Sobolev's embeddings where the last inclusion will be used only for l/2 < B < 1.
I. IASIECK,\
We shall show below that by splitting iE,, into ilC-4 and iX~3 (introduced in Section 2)
we obtain the following inequalities valid with any function Q E H,: (iI\'). let:
Indeed. the second inequality in (4. I I) is obvious. Thus it suffices to establish the firat inequality only. Let ill' \ !/) c ( .J' E ill'(,: cc:+jf. .I.) 2 I }. By Holder's inequality applied with !. + 1 = 1 ! / since for 1' < .>. -1p _ < 1. by Jensen's inequality :<p + 0 which implies the desired inequality in the first part of (4. I I ).
From (4. II) it follows
But recalling the properties of function h : and combining (4.16) (4.11), (4.15), (2.1) we obtain:
This together with inequality in (4.9) and (2.1) leads to the following estimate: Selecting now a < T/2 (but independent on T), T large enough, so that T > 2C(a+l) + 1, we obtain the main observability estimate for a structural acoustic model given by (1 .l) and (1. where we have denoted Lemma 4.4 provides the observability estimate which will be critical in proving the result of the Theorem 1.2 for the case of boundary dissipation active on l?, ie: dz > 0. In the case of viscous dissipation alone (ie: d2 = 0, and dl > 0), we will need a different estimate which is given below: Being equipped with observability estimate given by Lemma 4.4, 4.5, the remaining arguments are mostly routine with the exception of some rather delicate regularity considerations in the case ds = 0. Indeed, by applying the usual "compactness-uniqueness" argument we can absorb the lower order terms Zot(w, 2). We shall not repeat all the steps of compactness/uniqueness argument, which are well known and often applied in similar context [20, 24, 221 . Instead, we shall concentrate on few more technical points which require a justification in the context of our problem.
Here the analysis is different for the case d2 = 0 and d2 > 0. In the case d2 > 0, Lemma 4.4 and the compactness uniqueness argument gives: Indeed, the "compactness" of the lot(w, z), with respect to the norms induced by the energy, follows from standard Kondratiev-Rellich theorem combined with Aubin's lemma. The "uniqueness" property ( ie overdetermined traces on the boundary imply vanishing of the solution) corresponds to the corresponding "uniqueness " property for each system (1.1) and (1.2) separetely. These are well known -see, for instance, [23, 22, 18, with the inequality in Lemma 4.4 gives: where 415 < /? and the exact value depends on the geometry of the domain.
ProoJ -The result of this Proposition follows from regularity results given in [33] (see also [40, 30, 331) . Indeed, in the case of zero Neumann data and finite energy initial data one obtains from Theorem 3.3 in [33] ZI ,, r E @/"(Co).
Since the loss of regularity of solutions to the Neumann problem occurs only in the characteristic sector (in other sectors we have .+lro E L2(C0)), we easily obtain that zt]ro E &(O: T; H-'/"(r,)).
(see also 1401 where the quoted regularity for this case. given in Theorem 3, is ztIr,, E L2(0, 7': H--"/"(I'o))). A higher loss of regularity occurs when the Neumann data are nonhomogenous in Lz (&) .
In this case, Theorem 3.1 in [33] gives: z/r,, E H'/"(Co).. Hence we have that ztJrO E &(O,T: H-"/"(I',)) leading to the value of ;I in Proposition 4.6 greater or equal 4/S and completing the proof. 0 In order to apply the result of Proposition 4.6 in our context, we notice first that the topology induced by finite energy produces UQ E &(O: T x I'") and energy inequality (2.1) gives &z~]I-~~ E L2((0;T):ro).
H ence $Z E &((O.T) x I'(r) and the result of the Proposition 4.6 implies that zt /rl, E LZ (0, T; He'/' (ra)). On the other hand, the imbedding This implies the inequality in (4.28). Thus, the inequality in (4.28) is intrinsic and it holds for both cases d2 = 0 and d2 > 0. To continue with the proof of Theorem 1.2 we apply the energy relation (2.1) to (4.28). This yields: The proof of this Theorem is burried in the estimates already established for the proof of Theorem 1.2. We shall walk the reader through the appropriate steps.
Step 1: From the inequality in Lemma 4.3 applied with p = 0 we obtain: If the function g is of linear growth at infinity, then the constant C(J!?~(O)~/~ + 1) does not depend on E,(O). Moreover, if IO is "star-shaped", the term lg(wt)J~;,(,,,) + Zot(w) is omitted from the estimate (4.36).
LASIECKA
Step 2: Applying to (4.36) the result of estimate (4.5) (with di = 0 and E(t) replaced by E,;(t)) and the estimates in (4.16)-(4.17) yields:
.T Step 3: The lower order terms are absorbed by the familiar compactness/uniqueness argument which leads to: for some constant K(E(0)). Applying the inverse of 1 c 6 to both sides of (4.42) gives: with p defined by (1.9). The final conclusion of the Theorem 1.3 follows now from Lemma 3.1 in [29] . cl
